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A Journey In Time
 
Young life has cares afew
Dreams and desires fresh as the morning dew
Shielded by loved ones from lifes incessant cares
Driven by youthful passion to dangerous dares
When all shields are gone to sleep
And no tears left for me to weep
Lifes cares surround like a web encircled
Mind and soul alike are troubled
Strive and push for His Grace
Live not only for winning lifes race
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A Step
 
On the other side of darkness, far away there shines a light,
A light to end all sorrow,
A light to be ever free,
A light for a new tomorrow
A light for you and me
 
On the other side of darkness, far away there shines a light,
A light which gives out joy,
A light which is made of love,
A light which minds employ,
That light in heaven above
 
On the other side of darkness, far away there shines a light
A light which bathes mans mind
in the wisdom of eternal flame
That which will redeem mankind
And make the highest truths plain
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Destiny
 
Lost and alone in the crowd of plenty,
Searching for the beacon to guide me,
Am speaking, listening, walking and falling
Without any aim without a thought inside me
I can only wait for I believe in destiny,
My sins call me and I serve them endlessly
The light shows and shines sometimes from afar,
Obscured by the dark leaves which keep it from coming near
Dewdropp like tears have singed my eyes
But I keep on searching high and nigh.
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Ode To Him
 
O Heavenly Being
We look for thee
 
In the sunlight of the morning
In the shadows of moonlight
In the birds calling during the fading evening light
In the early streaks of dawn
In the afternoon breeze
In the blue depths of the sea
 
You are always present
but we cannot see
Our minds are materialistic and not ego free
Please grant us O Lord,
To perceive Thee in the midst of nature
a chance to see Your Visage so pure
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Passing Thoughts
 
The winds pass us by
And Time does fly
On the wings of fate
We strive to live each date
 
Many a joy and sorrow
We rush after and wish to clasp
Like Hidden strands of rainbow
They slip and run from our grasp
 
What we wonder is the worlds theme about
We sometimes have faith and sometimes doubt
When will we reach the level of the divine
We can but try a little each lifetime
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Perceptions
 
Splendid beautiful brilliant things,
That He has made in an eyes wink,
Eyes that can see
But minds must perceive
Nature can invisible curtains weave.
The glistening of dew on the fresh green grass
Or the sweet melody of the beauteous thrush,
The colours that are wrought after the cooling rain,
And the fresh breeze and sunshine sweeping over the plain.
The hills silhouetted against the orange sky,
While the suns rays shimmer in the river running by,
The sweet brook singing or the clear mountain stream,
And the wilderness surrounding the quiet sunbeam,
The stars emerging into the early sky of dark,
And quietness settling on this great Earth.
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Take It  As It Comes
 
Life is a roller coaster
Ride the trough and crests
full of crying and laughter
Try hard and do your best
Do not despair if you fail at first
Each experience will enrich you to reach there at last
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When I Call You Will You Come.....
 
When I Call you will you come
To soothe my tormented and troubled mind
To lift my worried and unsure spirit
With the divine touch of thine
We are but seekers of material joy
We know not what is the ultimate aim
Wherfore have we come and to where we will go
What will be our loss and what will be our gain
We wish to serve but have no beacon
Will you show me the path, the way
To lift us from these dregs of despair we pray
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